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Teaching portfolio

Henrik Skov Midtiby

May 30, 2018

1 Purpose

This teaching portfolio is a personal collection of concrete results, qualifications
and competences related to teaching. The purpose with the portfolio is to reflect
on and document my teaching experiences and qualifications.

1.1 Reading guide

The portfolio contains the following three main sections

• My view of learning.

• A teaching / lecturing CV.

• Examples and reflections on teaching experiences

In addition the appendix contains examples of weekly notes, online exercises,
some self checking programming exercises and an example of a course evaluation.

1.2 Sources of inspiration

A few sources of inspiration has made a major contribution to my development
as a lecturer. These sources include:

• The book Make it stick: The science of successful learning by Peter C.
Brown.

• The website http://www.learningscientists.org/, that is maintained
by four cognitive psychological scientists. They introduced me to research
about the effectiveness of different study techniques, this knowledge forms
the basis of how I design my teaching.

2 View of learning / Teaching philosophy

My view of learning is that students must work actively with a topic to understand
the subject matter. To support the students’ work within a topic I would like to
provide the best possible learning environment for the students to engage in. To
frame this environment and scaffold students’ learning, I hand out weekly notes
which describes 1) what the topic is for the next week, 2) how the students can
prepare before the lectures and 3) what I expect the students to master by the
end of the week. An example weekly note is shown in appendix C.
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My teaching in IFG1 and IFG2 is mainly on mathematical tools and how
these tools can be used for describing the world around us. In order to enhance
the experience of meaningful learning, I include small experiments and examples
that relate the mathematical tools to the students’ subject areas.

My overall wish is to provide students with the right settings such that they
can learn at their own pace (self paced learning). I facilitate this by making clear
what knowledge is required before a new topic can be managed. In addition, I
provide references to sources from which these prerequisites can be learned or
refreshed. I strive to give exercises that the students can work with independently
to improve their skills within the topic. These exercises are often off–class online
learning activities. I have continuously experimented with different learning
resources such as videos and Khan Academy, and my teaching includes elements
of flipped learning.

My development as a lecturer have been guided by many mini evaluations
from the students during the course rather than at the end of the courses. In
these mini evaluations, I usually asks the students to mention three things that
works well and three things that can be improved. Thus I get information about
development potentials at a time where adjustment benefit the students giving
the feedback. An example of such a course evaluation is shown in appendix D.

With funding from SDU’s e-learning project fund, I have developed a set of
online math exercises, where students can work on a set of exercises and through
that assure that they master the topic. A precursor to these online exercises is
a set of programming exercises for Matlab, where the students can verify that
their solution has some specific properties which indicate that the exercise is
solved correct; a subset of these exercises are shown in appendix B.

I have always regarded teaching as one of my most important tasks. It is a
task in which I continuously seek to develop my competences and explore new
ways to enhance students’ learning and their experience hereof. At present I am
especially curious about different forms of examinations and the constructive
alignment between learning goals, learning activities and evaluation. Furthermore
I actively make use of the SDU Center for Teaching and Learning for both
individual sparring and participation in pedagogical courses. I also put effort
into communicating my experiences with teaching and development hereof. This
dissemination takes place as presentations, publications and peer discussions.

3 Teaching CV

3.1 Experiences

2018 Lecturer in Robotics and Computer Vision2 for UAS (RMURV2, 10 ects)

2017 Lecturer in Statistics (VB-STA5, 5 ects)

2016 – Lecturer in first semester mathematics for students studying fys/tek
and electronics (SDS Matematik, 6 ects)

2012 – 2015 Lecturer in first year mathematics and physics for chemical engi-
neers (IFG1 5 ects / IFG2 10 ects)

2014 Lecturer in first semester mathematics for students studying fys/tek and
electronics (SDS Matematik 6 ects)
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2005 – 2010 Teaching assistant in different courses related to physics, mathe-
matics and numerical methods

2008 – 2014 Taught at summer camps for high school students arranged by
Ungdommens Naturvidenskabelige Forning (UNF)
2014 Science Show Camp, 2011 Kriminal Camp and 2008 CSI Camp

2004 – 2009 Member of Fysikshow Odense, visited several primary and sec-
ondary schools and showed physics experiments

3.2 Pedagogical courses and conferences

I have participated in the following courses and activities which all have relations
to teaching. Title of contributions are given in italics.

2018 Dansk Universitets Pædagogisk Netværk (DUN) Conference 2018, Ving-
sted
Using a math test to predict engineering students’ success

2017 Teaching for Active Learning 2017 SDU
Encourage students to reflect on current and prior lectures with minitests

2017 Exploring Teaching for Active Learning in Engineering Education (Etalee)
SDU
Experiences from a calculus class on using videos with interactive elements

2017 11th annual International Technology, Education and Development Con-
ference (Inted) Valencia, Spain
Students’ benefit from video with interactive quizzes in a first-year calculus
course

2016 Teaching for Active Learning 2016 SDU
Videos with interactive elements for teaching first year mathematics

2016 Participated in the project Platform X with the goal of investigating the
possible use of it in teaching first year mathematics.
Creative break - Interactive videos
Creative break - Counting activities

2015 Exploring Teaching for Active Learning in Engineering Education (Etalee)
DTU
Interactive videos with embedded questions

2014 How to learn math, online course provided by Stanford University

2013 Dansk Universitets Pædagogisk Netværk (DUN) Conference 2013

2013 Formative evaluation, lecture by Paul Black

2013 Course in Public speaking and presentation skills training

2012 – 2013 Lecturer Training Programme
E-learning project: Sikring af basale matematik kundskaber ved brug af
online øvelser og videoer
Development project: Inddragelse af feedback fra studerende i undervisnin-
gen
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2012 Workshop about Student response systems

2012 Course about examination types

3.3 E-learning projects

In 2012 I ran a project about videos and interactive exercises for teaching
mathematics. The project was funded with 62.500 kroner from the e-learning
project fund at SDU.

In 2015 I started a project about interactive videos, ie. videos that at certain
points are paused and then asks the student a question related to the video.
The intention is to activate the new knowledge immediately so that the student
will remember it better. As part of the project, the website tekvideo.sdu.dk
was developed by a student programmer. The site tekvideo.sdu.dk makes it
possible to organize learning materials (like interactive videos) related to a class
in smaller sections or learning paths. The project was funded with 60.000 kroner
from the e-learning project fund at SDU.

In 2017 a new project started that added online math exercises to tekvideo.

sdu.dk. A student programmer added the needed functionality to the site and
together with a student I have developed online exercises that covers most of
the curiculum in the first year math courses taught at the Mærsk McKinney
Møller Institute. The project was funded with 43.500 kroner from the e-learning
project fund at SDU.

3.4 Contributions to teaching materials

In relation with my teaching, I have developed the following teaching materials.

• More than 200 youtube videoes. Most of the videos are related to math,
physics or programming in Mathematica.

• Online math exercises that covers most of the first year math curiculum at
TEK, an example is shown in appendix A.

• Lecture notes for IFG1, ”Introduktion til matematik og fysik”.

• Lecture notes for IFG2, ”Introduktion til matematik og fysik”.

• Xnum2 self checking programming exercises, based on manual unit tests,
a few examples are shown in appendix B

• UNF Science camp compendium.

4 Teaching experiences

In this section I have reflected on the courses that I have taught since 2012. In
most of the courses that I have taught, modifications to my teaching have been
tested and here I reflect on these.

4.1 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2012 . . . . . . . . . 5
4.2 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2. semester, spring 2013 . . . 5
4.3 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2013 . . . . . . . . . 6
4.4 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2. semester, spring 2014 . . . 6
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4.5 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2014 . . . . . . . . . 6
4.6 SDS Matematik, 1. semester, fall 2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
4.7 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2nd semester, spring 2015 . . 7
4.8 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1st semester, fall 2015 . . . . . . . . 7
4.9 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2nd semester, spring 2016 . . 7
4.10 TMAT1 Matematik, 1. semester, fall 2016 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
4.11 Linear Algebra and Theory of Vector Fields (CK-FKO1), 8th

semester, spring 2017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
4.12 Organization Oriented Software Development (SB2-ORG), 2nd

semester, spring 2017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
4.13 TMAT1 Matematik, 1st semester, fall 2017 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
4.14 Statistics, VB-STA5, 5th semester, fall 2017 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
4.15 Robotics and Computer Vision2 for UAS, RMURV2, 8th semester,

spring 2018 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

4.1 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2012

The course is an introduction to mathematics, physics and the Mathematica
software and was my first course as the main lecturer. To plan the semester in
details was a tough task, as I had no prior experience to draw on and it was not
possible to use the lecture notes from the prior lecturer. During the course I
wrote some rough lecture notes, so that the students at least had some text to
refer to.

The teaching was structured around traditional black board lecturing and
time for the students to solve exercises with supervision from the lecturer and
a teaching assistant. The time where students solve exercises with supervision
was needed as this is a course where they learn to use programming language
Mathematica and that leads to a lot of small questions, which can be answered
during these lessons.

During the course weekly notes, in form of a one page summary of the content
and exercises, were provided to the students. The weekly notes also linked to
videos and online exercises. The weekly notes were used to structure the course
and specify my expectations to the students preparations prior to the lectures.
The videos enabled the students to refresh their knowledge of the subject at
their own pace.

Seven times during the semester I acquired textual feedback from the studets
about the class using the student response system socrative. This repeated
feedback cycle enabled me to improve my teaching during the course.

4.2 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2. semester, spring
2013

This course is a continuation of IFG1 and extends the covered subjects. The
considerations about IFG1 also applies to IFG2. The following two books were
used for the course

• Elektromagnetisme, Niels Jonassen

• The Chemistry Maths Book, Erich Steiner
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During this course I continued my work on videos and online exercises. The
videos for this course were mainly examples of how to solve earlier exam questions.
The weekly notes were extended to cover the educational goals for the week and
a list of the related exam questions from earlier years. An example of a weekly
note is shown in appendix C.

4.3 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2013

I was on paternity leave 20% of the semester (one day a week). This was the first
time I taugth a course a second time, and that saves a lot of work in relation to
planning and preparation. This time was invested in recording of videos based
on old exam questions and introduction to some pieces of theory in the course.
As a new initiative I introduced assignments that were graded by the students
according to a details grading guide. This seems to work very well.

4.4 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2. semester, spring
2014

This semester I started to used exercise sheets which the students worked on
during class. Late in the semester the students were given three exercise sheets,
with many small exercises from the curriculum. The intention with this activity
were to make clear to the students what they could expect to see at the written
exam. This year the class scored 2.5 grade points above last year; I do not
know what has caused this significant improvement, but I expect that the use of
exercise sheets have contributed strongly. I expect to continue using exercise
sheets in my classes.

4.5 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1. semester, fall 2014

The fall semester in 2014 was intense as I had two courses IFG1 and SDS
Mathematics. In addition to my other responsibilities this was too much; which
lead to limited preparation for both courses but it was still completed in an
adequate manner.

Based on the experiences from IFG2 in the previous semester I planned
extensive use of exercise sheets. The students were not satisfied with this
approach and requested that presentation of theory were prioritised higher.
Initially I dismissed it based on expected beginner problems with Mathematica,
but after the midterm evaluation I changed priorities. In the last part of the
semester were lectures based on introducing new topics combined with many
examples of how to use Mathematica.

A new initiative were the introduction of counting activities, which con-
tributed to 20% of the final grade. The counting activities were implemented as
two pen and paper tests in basic math topics.

When grading the written exam, it became clear that a large fraction of
the students did not explain how they had solved the exercises. A new focus
point will be the students ability to describe what has been understood from a
question and how the exercise has been solved.
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4.6 SDS Matematik, 1. semester, fall 2014

This is the first time I am teaching SDS Matematik; the previous teacher Preben
Haag Strunge Holm provided me with a course plan and template lecture notes.
The information from last years course and the use of a standard book helped
me a lot. The lectures were divided in four hour blocks, where the two first hours
were used for introducing new material and the last two hours were used for
exercises. Based on the template lecture notes I created slides for the lectures.
During lectures the students had electronic access to the slides, the slides were
also shown next to the blackboard where the main teaching took part. As part
of the course were two counting activities, where I tested the students on their
calculation skills using pen and paper.

At the semester evaluation the students requested that some of the mathe-
matics were introduced earlier in the semester. I tried to accommodate that in
the semester plan, by requesting double lectures in the three first weeks of the
semester, but this was not realised due to limited access to lecture rooms.

4.7 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2nd semester, spring
2015

Ten assignments, that was graded by peers (other students). Each completed
assignment contributed with 1% of the final grade (only graded on whether it
was handed in, not its quality). The assignments counted in total 10% of the
final grade. The peer assessors graded the assignment on the following aspects:

• Understanding (max 3 points)

• Strategy (max 3 points)

• Solution (max 3 points)

• Presentation (max 1 point)

One of the peer comments were like

It would be like a 1000 easier to under stand if you actually described
what you had done in the calculations.

I read this as a very harsh comment (that was none the less was appropriate) to
a student, that I would not have dared to give. In addition to the assignments,
there was a counting activity that contributed with 10% of the final grade.

4.8 Matematik og fysik (IFG1), 1st semester, fall 2015

Five assignments, same setup as for IFG2 in 2015. Some of the students are not
keen on giving feedback to their peers.

4.9 Ingeniørfagligt grundlag 2 (IFG2), 2nd semester, spring
2016

Started to follow The Learning Scientists and let them inspire my teaching.
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4.10 TMAT1 Matematik, 1. semester, fall 2016

This semester I experimented with using minitests as a kind of continuous
evaluation of the students throughout the semester. A minitest is a 10 minute
test placed at the end of the lecture; in the test students have 5 minutes to
recall information from the current lecture and 5 minutes to solve a calculation
exercise. Afterwards the minitests were graded on the following four scales and
returned to the students:

• extend and precision of the free recall from the current lecture

• using the proper strategy to solve the problem

• explanations of the calculations

• correctness of calculations

The minitests contributed with 30% of the final evaluation.
Most of the curriculum was covered by interactive videos. Questionnaire

data from the students was used to investigate the student perceived learning
effect of the different types of videos. These findings were presented at INTED
2017 in Valencia. A video of the presentation is available here: Students’ benefit
from video with interactive quizzes in a first-year calculus course - INTED17

At the end of the semester, it became possible to upload online math exercises
to tekvideo.sdu.dk; this was received very positively by the students.

4.11 Linear Algebra and Theory of Vector Fields (CK-
FKO1), 8th semester, spring 2017

I was given this course and decided to follow the teaching plan from the previous
year as close as possible. To support the students learning I recorded a few
videos about how to solve certain math problems related to the course.

4.12 Organization Oriented Software Development (SB2-
ORG), 2nd semester, spring 2017

I supervised three groups in the second semester project in this course.

4.13 TMAT1 Matematik, 1st semester, fall 2017

This year the interactive videos and online math exercises was integrated as a
central part of this calculus course.

I continued to use the minitests introduced in 2016, with the modification
that instead of recalling information from the current lecture, the students should
recall information from the previous lecture. A small questionnaire was also
added to the minitest, with the intention to investigate how the students used
tekvideo.sdu.dk to prepare for the minitest.

4.14 Statistics, VB-STA5, 5th semester, fall 2017

This course was redesigned with a new focus on reproducible research using the
open source statistics program R / RStudio.
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4.15 Robotics and Computer Vision2 for UAS, RMURV2,
8th semester, spring 2018

Completely new course designed for the UAS specialisation. The course is a
replacement for Robotics and Computer Vision2 (ROVI2) on the Advanced
Robotics Technology master specialisation.

The course was built around four miniprojects. Prior to each miniproject the
students were introduced to relevant theory. Each miniproject including theory
introduction took three weeks to complete.

I have spent a lot of time in curating the course curriculum; and I have several
adjustments that should be made; some of these are listed below. Nevertheless
the final evaluation of the course came out very positive, see appendix D.

• The students needs to learn about camera calibration.

• The students should get hands on experience in tuning a PID regulator.
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(/sso/index)

Multiplikation af komplekse tal på kartesisk
form

Bestem  .

Hint

Gang de to parenteser sammen

Hint

Saml led og udnyt at 

Hint

Bestem sum af den reelle led

Hint

Det giver

Hint

Bestem sum af den imaginære led

Hint

Det giver

Hjem (/) /   henrikmidtiby (/t/henrikmidtiby) /   MAT1 (T-MAT1) (/t/henrikmidtiby/T-MAT1/2017/1)

/   blok04 (/t/henrikmidtiby/T-MAT1/2017/1/blok04) /  Multiplikation af komplekse tal på kartesisk form

(4 + 2i)(2 − 2i)

(4 + 2i)(2 − 2i) = 4 ⋅ 2 + 4i ⋅ (−2i) + 2i ⋅ 2 + 2i ⋅ (−2i)

= −1i
2

8 − 8i + 4i − 4 = 8 − 8i + 4i − 4 ⋅ (−1)i
2

8 − 8i + 4i + 4 = 12 − 8i + 4i

12 − 8i + 4i = 12 + i(−8 + 4) = 12 − 4i

TJEK SVAR

Appendix A Online math exercises



X-NUM2 November 29, 2010

Exercise 1.12:
Solve the set of linear equations

1 = 5x+ 2y

0 = −x+ y + 3z + 2v

−10 = x+ 3y − 4z + v

0 = −2x+ 3z − 2v

New commands: \

2 Functions

function result = functionname(parameterOne , parameterTwo) % Comment

result = parameterOne + parameterTwo;

return;

New commands: function, return

2.1 Exercise structure

Exercise 2.1: Create a function which takes two input arguments and returns
the sum of these arguments

function res = adder(a, b)

Example usage of the function:

>> adder(1, 3)

ans =

4

>> adder(7, 5);

>> adder(7, 5)

ans =

12

2.2 Side effects

Many functions just compute some values and then return these values. Others
have side effects where information are displayed on the screen, plots are up-
dated and such. For writing information to the screen, the disp function can
be handy.

Exercise 2.2: Create a function which takes two input arguments and returns
the sum of these arguments. Before returning, the two input values should be
displayed on screen using the disp function.

function res = verboseAdder(a, b)

Example usage of the function:

Page 3 of 32
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X-NUM2 November 29, 2010

>> verboseAdder (1, 3)

1

3

ans =

4

>> verboseAdder (7, 5)

7

5

ans =

12

New commands: disp

2.3 If then else

The if statement is used when the program / function only should do an action
under certain circumstances.

if(value > 3)

disp(’Value is larger than 3’);

end

New commands: if

Exercise 2.3: Create a function which takes two input arguments and returns
one if the sum is larger than five and zero otherwise.

function res = isSumLargerThanFive(a, b)

Example usage of the function:

>> isSumLargerThanFive (1, 3);

>> isSumLargerThanFive (1, 3)

ans = 0

>> isSumLargerThanFive (4.5, 0.5)

ans = 0

>> isSumLargerThanFive (3, 5)

ans = 1

2.4 The for loop

The for loop structure is used to repeat a certain part of the code.

for i = [1, 2, 4, 9, 56]

disp(i)

end

New commands: for, end

Exercise 2.4:
Rewrite the following function such that it uses a for loop.

function functionThatRepeatsStuff ()

disp (1);

disp (1);

disp (1);

disp (1);

disp (1);

Page 4 of 32
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X-NUM2 November 29, 2010

disp (1);

disp (1);

disp (1);

Exercise 2.5:
Rewrite the following function such that it uses a for loop.

function functionThatCounts ()

disp (1);

disp (2);

disp (3);

disp (4);

disp (5);

disp (6);

disp (7);

disp (8);

disp (9);

Exercise 2.6:
Create a function that takes one positive integer, n, as argument and calculates
the sum of all integers in the range 1, 2, ..., n.

function res = sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo(n)

Example usage of the function:

>> sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (1);

>> sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (1)

ans = 1

>> sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (5)

ans = 15

>> sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (10)

ans = 55

>> sumOfIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (100)

ans = 5050

Exercise 2.7:
Create a function that takes one positive integer, n, as argument and calculates
the sum of all integers in the range 1, 2, ..., n, which are even.

function res = sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo(n)

Example usage of the function:

>> sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (1);

>> sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (1)

ans = 0

>> sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (5)

ans = 6

>> sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (10)

ans = 30

>> sumOfEvenIntegersLessThanOrEqualTo (100)

ans = 2550

Page 5 of 32
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IFG2 – Matematik og Fysik For̊ar 2013

Matematik og Fysik uge 14

I resten af kurset benyttes bogen Elektromag-
netisme som lærebog. Efter aftale med forlaget skal
den komme som e-bog, men jeg har endnu ikke mod-
taget noget link til den elektroniske udgave af bo-
gen, derfor skanner jeg de første sider ind og lægger
p̊a e-learn. Vi skal arbejde med elektriske ladninger
i hvile og bevægelse og specielt hvordan s̊adanne
ladninger p̊avirker hinanden. I denne uge ser vi
p̊a elektrostatik, der handler om hvordan elektriske

partikler i hvile p̊avirker hinanden. Denne viden
kan bruges til at forklare virkemåden af forskellige
kemiske analyse værktøjer s̊asom elektroforese (dna
fingeraftryk) og time of flight masse spektrometre.
Viden om elektriske felter benyttes ogs̊a til at kon-
struere elektriske støv filtre der kan fjerne meget
sm̊a partikler fra luften.

Henrik Midtiby

Tirsdag den 2. april 8:15 – 12:00 i B117

Forberedelse inden

• Læs kapitel 1 og 2 i Elektromagnetisme.

• Video: The electrostatic telegraph

• Opgave: Two charged particles

Plan for dagen

• Elektriske ladninger.

• Kræfter mellem ladninger.

• Coulombs lov.

• Elektriske felter.

Torsdag den 4. april 8:15 – 12:00 i B117

Forberedelse inden

• Video: 2010-05-31 5. Massespektrograf

• Video: 2011-06-22 4. To parallelle met-
alplader

Plan for dagen

• Arbejde med eksamensopgaver.

• Virkem̊ade af elektriske støv filtre.

Ugens m̊al

• Vide at to ens ladninger frastøder hinanden
og at to forskellige tiltrækker hinanden.

• Kan beregne kraften mellem to punktlad-
ninger vha. Coulumbs lov.

• Kan finde kraften p̊a en elektrisk ladet par-
tikel, n̊ar ladningen og det elektriske felt er
kendt (~F = q ~E).

• Kan tegne elektriske feltlinjer omkring kom-
binationer af punktladninger.

• Kan forklare virkem̊aden af et time of flight
masse spektrometer.

• Kan beregne det elektriske felt omkring en
kontinuert ladningsfordeling.

Relaterede eksamensopgaver

• 2010-05-31 5. Massespektrograf

• 2011-06-22 4. To parallelle metalplader

• 2012-06-06 4. Elektrisk potential og elektrisk
felt

Appendix C Example weekly note



 

Has no effect (0) (1) (2) (3) Has a very large effect (4)

I do not use this

Assess how well the following elements 
work in the teaching? - Weekly notes

Assess how well the following elements 
work in the teaching? - Lectures

Assess how well the following elements 
work in the teaching? - Work on exercises 
in class

Assess how well the following elements 
work in the teaching? - Worksheets

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

8 25 17 42 8

17 8 75

25 42 33

17 25 50 8

Respondenter

12

12

12

12

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RMURV2 End evaluation 
2018-05-01
 

One thing that works well
I like that we get to try implementing the theory in the same class
Weekly notes
presentations
Good mix of theoretical and practical work
The miniprojects. They are very relevant.
Having to do practical exersices on the stuff we learn
Listening to a subject
Weekly notes
Course covers a wide range of topics
Hands on help from you
Doing practical exercises during the lectures

A second thing that works well
You're good at helping solve problems that arise with the exercises
The lectures
live demos
Good documentation/presentation of new software
Doing exercises in class. It helps alot.
Personal feedback on reports and code
The guides to get things up and running
Presentation of theory
I liked the lecture on thermal imaging cameras and considerations
Practical examples
The mini projects, though the difficulty could be a little higher

A third thing that works well
The weekly notes give a good overview of the content
Demonstrations in lectures
providing us with relevant reading material
Having time to get started on exercises in class. Very helpful when asked for help.
Gazebo. It is well documented compared to robworks.
Time to work on projects in class
The workload on the mini projects.
Assignments
being able to take pictures outside using the drones
Writing on the blackboard
.
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One thing that can be improved
I would like to have more reference material. Sometimes the theory feels a bit loose
update the course plan as it changes so there always is an overview
longterm: having a script for the class
The teachings of control systems and kalman filter was quite hard and seemed very unstructured.
The lectures about kalman filters and control theory seemed unstructured and hard to follow.
less lectures by Agus Hasan, as the jumping around in the topics and surface explinations is more confusing
then beneficial.
The lectures about kalman filtering.
More consistent PPP on theory
The lectures on control theory could have been better
order of the black board
Sometimes the material and lectures seem a little vague. More in-depth would be nice.

A second thing that can be improved
The extra lessons from Agus and Rene felt a little out of place. I think that especially the Agus lectures were
hard to follow and relate to the other course material.
n/a
-
-
.
I would like to see somthing about UAV path planning, both with known and unknown obstacles
A bit much about cameras and pictures.
Less rainy weather
utilise access to the drones more for exercises (photogrammetry of an object)
Reading material?
Path planning and/or interaction with the environment around the drones.

A third thing that can be improved
Gazebo was really difficult to run on mine and several other laptops without getting timing issues
n/a
-
-
.
none
Could have been nice with some more info about positioning
More cake
Less miniprojects, perhaps 3 in total but more work for them
.
.

Comments
I think that the course plan and materials are very nice and productive created and well structured presented
to us.
N/A
seems pretty good overall. :)
it is a good thing that the assignment exercises are so different from each other but each of them is quite
interesting to work on
I really enjoy this class.
I really like that the subjects are relevant and can be used right away.
none
In general a good course with good workload.
.
I enjoyed your course - Thank you!
Very good course! much better than ROVI1. I understand more
.
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